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In this article we obtain an explicit integral representation of the Second Quan-
tization. In concrete terms, we prove that the Segal duality transform maps 1(U )
in terms of an integral operator which extends the Wiener transform.  1996
Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS
Let H$ be a real Hilbert space, and denote by H its complexification, that
is, H=[x+iy, x # H$, y # H$], with the inner product
(x+iy, x$+iy$) H =(x, x$) H$+( y, y$) H$+i[( y, x$) H$&(x, y$) H$],
and where multiplication by i is defined by the equation i } (x+iy)=&y+ix.
Let U be a unitary operator in H such that there exists an orthonormal
basis B=[e:]: # A of H (A some index set) consisting of members of H$,
with Ue:=+: e: , +: # C, |+: |=1, for all : # A.
It is also denoted by A the bounded normal operator on H given by
Ae:=*:e: , *: # C, where *2:++
2
:=1, for all : # A.
Note that for x # H, is x=: # A (x, e:) H e: , and so
Ux= :
: # A
(x, e:) H +:e: and Ax= :
: # A
(x, e:) H *:e: .
In this article we obtain an explicit integral representation of the Second
Quantization 1(U ) (see [1], Chap. 1) in terms of the functional integra-
tion introduced by Segal in [10] (see also Segal et al. [1], Section 1.3). It
is obtained that 1(U ) is unitarily equivalent to the operator
(Fc, A, U f )( y)=|
H$
f (Ax+Uy) dgc(x), (1.1)
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y # H$, f belongs to the class P of complex-valued polynomials on H$
(cf. [1], pp. 4345 and [10], p. 119), which since B=[e:]: # A is also
orthonormal basis of H$, agrees with the class of finite linear combinations
of terms of the form
(x, e:1)
n1
H$ } } } (x, e:r)
nr
H$ , (1.2)
the nj , 1 jr, being nonnegative integers. The operator (1.1) is extended
to the space L2(H$, dgc) of complex-valued squared-integrable functions
defined on H$ with respect to the isonormal distribution gc of variance
parameter c>0 (cf. [1], Section 1.3).
For the case when H$ is finite-dimensional and making the usual
identification of a n-dimensional real Hilbert space with Rn, then gc
corresponds to the Gaussian measure
dgc(x)=(2?c)&n2 } exp (&|x| 22c) dx, x # Rn, c>0,
| } | denoting Euclidean norm.
In order to give sense to formula (1.1), observe that expression (1.2)
admits an extension to the complexification H, namely, for z # H,
z=x+iy, with x # H$ and y # H$, set
(z, e:1)
n1
H } } } (z, e:r)
nr
H .
Operators related to (1.1) have been studied by Segal in [10] (see also
[1], Section 1.7), T. Hida (cf. [5], Section 4.7) and Y. J. Lee in [69] (see
also the classical results by Cameron [2] and CameronMartin [3, 4].
In Section 2 we analyse the unitary extension of (1.1) from the class P
to L2(H$, dgc). The proof of this result makes use of the methods employed
in the proof of Theorem 2 in [10] (cf. [1], Section 1.7).
In Section 3 we obtain that the duality transform Dc maps 1(U ) in
Fc, A, U , where 1 denotes the representation of the extended unitary group
over H given in [1], Section 1.8.
2. UNITARY EXTENSION FROM P TO L2(H$, dgc)
The next result establishes the unitary extension from P to L2(H$, dgc)
for the operator (1.1). For the particular case when A and U are the
operators of multiplication by 212 and i, respectively, the result is con-
tained in Theorem 2 of [10] and Theorem 1.9 of [1].
Theorem 2.1. The mapping Fc, A, U from P to P given by equation (1.1)
satisfies the properties
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(i) Fc, A, U is onto P and has the inverse
(F&1c, A, U F( y))(x)=(Fc, A$, U$F( y))(x)= f (x), x, y # H$,
where U$ denotes the unitary operator in H given by
U$e:=+$:e: , where +: +$:=1, for all : # A,
and A$ is the bounded normal operator in H given by
A$e:=*$:e: , where *2:+(+:*$:)
2=0, for all : # A,
(ii) Fc, A, U extends uniquely to a unitary transformation on all
L2(H$, dgc).
Proof. In order to prove that Fc, A, U (P)P, it is suffices to show that
Fc, A, U ( f ) # P for f ranging over a set D of functions that span P
(linearly). We take D to be the set of all functions f on H$ of the form
f (x)=(x, e:1)
n1 } } } (x, e:r)
nr, x # H$,
the nj , 1 jr, being nonnegative integers, (i.e., D is the set of all
monomials in all possible coordinate systems). Now, using the fact
that Fc, A, U ((x, e:1)
n1 } } } (x, e:r)
nr))( y)=(Fc, A, U (x, e:1)
n1)( y) } } } (Fc, A, U
(x, e:r)
nr)( y), y # H$, the result above reduces to show that
(Fc, A, U (x, e:) n)( y) # P, for all nonnegative integer n and all : # A. In
fact,
(Fc, A, U (x, e:) n)( y)=|
H$
(Ax+Uy, e:) n dgc(x)
=|
H$
(*:(x, e:)++:( y, e:) )n dgc(x),
which is equal to
:
[n2]
p=0 \
n
2p+ } *2p: } +n&2p: } ( y, e:) n&2p } (2?c)&12 |
+
&
!2p exp(&!22c) d!,
(2.1)
where [ } ] denotes entire part.
Now, using the well-known fact that
(2?c)&(12) } |
+
&
exp[vx&(x22c)] dx=exp(cv22), v # C, c>0, (2.2)
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(2.1) is equal to
:
[n2]
p=0 \
n
2p+ } *2p: } +n&2p: } ( y, e:) n&2p }
(2p) !
p! 2 p
} c p.
Therefore (Fc, A, U ((x, e:1)
n1 } } } (x, e:r)
nr))( y) is a polynomial in the
variables ( y, e:1), ..., ( y, e:r). So, Fc, A, U (P)P.
That Fc, A, U is onto, and so Fc, A, U (P)=P, follows once the expression
for F&1c, A, U is established. For it, one shows that being
(Fc, A, U ((x, e:1)
n1 } } } (x, e:r)
nr))( y)=F(( y, e:1) , ..., ( y, e:r) ),
then
(x, e:1)
n1 } } } (x, e:r)
nr
=(Fc, A$, U$F(( y, e:1) , ..., ( y, e:r) ))((x, e:1) , ..., (x, e:r) ).
By means of a similar argument to that used in preceding paragraphs, it
suffices to prove that
xn=(2?c)&1 } |
+
&
|
+
&
(*: y++:(*$:w++$: x))n exp(&y22c)
_exp(&w22c) dy dw,
for all x # R and all n # N _ [0].
To verity this, one shows that after multiplication of either side by snn !
and summation over n # N _ [0], the same function of s # R is obtained. By
dominated convergence and having into account (2.2), the result follows by
the evaluation of simple Gaussian integrals. This proves part (i).
To prove part (ii) and in order to verify that Fc, A, U is an isometry, one
shows that
E( fg )=E(FG ), where F( y)=(Fc, A, U f )( y)
and
G( y)=(Fc, A, U g)( y), y # H$, (2.3)
for f and g ranging over D.
Without loss of generality we take the coordinate system relative to
which g has a monomial expression to be the same as that involved in the
expression of f as a monomial. Thus, let
f (x)=(x, e:1)
p1 } } } (x, e:r)
pr and g(x)=(x, e:1)
q1 } } } (x, e:r)
qr,
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the pj and qj , 1 jr, being nonnegative integers, and E given by
E(wm11 } } } w
mn
n )
=(2?c)&n2 } |
Rn
wm11 } } } w
mn
n exp(&(w
2
1+ } } } +w
2
n)2c) dw1 } } } dwn ,
the mj , 1 jn, being nonnegative integers.
Again, equation (2.3) reduces to the equality of two integrals over one-
dimensional Hilbert spaces, which is equivalent to show that
E(Fc, A, U ((x, e:) n) Fc, A, U ((x, e:) m))=E((x, e:) n+m), (2.4)
for any n, m # N _ [0], and all : # A.
To establish equation (2.4), it suffices to show that the product of either
side with snwmn ! m !, summed over n and m are finite and equal for all real
s and w. Using domminated convergence, there is obtained in this way on
the left side the expression
(2?c)&12 } |
+
&
exp[(s+w) x&x2c] dx;
and on the right side the expression
(2?c)&32 } |
+
&
|
+
&
|
+
&
exp(s(*:x++: y)) exp(w(* :!++ :y))
_exp(&(x2+!2+y2)2c) dx d! dy.
Using formula (2.2), these Gaussian integrals are easily evaluated having
the same value. Therefore, one has the equality in (2.4).
Using the fact that the class P is dense in L2(H$, dgc) (cf. Lemma 2.1 in [10]
and Lemma 1.9.1 in [1]), we conclude the proof that Fc, A, U is isometric.
This fact togheter with part (i) proves part (ii). K
3. DUALITY AND THE REPRESENTATION 1
According to the notations and terminology of [1], let Hn be the n-fold
tensor product H } } } H. Denote by x1 6 } } } 6 xn the symmetrization
of the tensor product x1  } } } xn , which is given by
x1 6 } } } 6 xn=S(x1  } } } xn)=(1n !) } :
* # Sn
x*(1)  } } } x*(n) ,
Sn denoting the set of all permutations of [1, ..., n].
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We also denote by Kn , n # N _ [0], the space of symmetric n-fold tensors
over H (K0 defined as C), and K=

n=0 Kn the Hilbert space direct sum
of the Kn .
Let 1n(U ) be the map from Kn onto Kn given by
1n(U )(x1 6 } } } 6 xn)=Ux1 6 } } } 6Uxn , for all n=1, 2, ...,
and 10(U )(#)=#, for all # # C.
Clearly, 1n(U ) is unitary on Kn for all n # N _ [0], and it is extended by
linearlity to a unitary map 1 alg(U ) over the set Kalg of finite linear com-
binations of terms of the form en1:1 6 } } } 6 e
nr
:r , the nj , 1 jr, being non-
negative integers and where enj:j denotes the symmetrized product
e:j 6 } } }
nj 6 e:j . Since K
alg is a dense subset of K, then 1 alg(U ) extends
uniquely to a unitary map 1(U ) on K.
We will consider the duality transform Dc introduced by Segal [10]
which is a unitary map from K onto L2(H$, dgc). This unitary map acts on
Kalg as follows: assume u # Kalg, so u is a finite linear combination of terms
of the form en1:1 6 } } } 6 e
nr
:r . Set, for x # H$,
fen1:1 6 } } } 6 e
nr
:r
, c(x)=c
&(n1+ } } } +nr)2 } ((n1+ } } } +nr) !)&12
_(x, e:1)
n1
H$ } } } (x, e:r)
nr
H$ .
This map is extended from H$ to its complexification H by
fen1:1 6 } } } 6 e
nr
:r
, c(z)=c
&(n1+ } } } +nr)2 } ((n1+ } } } +nr) !)&12
_(z, e:1)
n1
H } } } (z, e:r)
nr
H ,
being z # H.
Now, this map is also extended to u # Kalg by linearlity. Denote this
extended map by fu, c(z).
For u # Kalg, the duality transform Dc is defined by
(Dcu)( y)=(Fc, P, Q fu, c)( y), y # H$,
where P and Q are the operators over H of multiplication by 1 and i,
respectively.
The next result assures that Dc maps 1(U ) in Fc, A, U . For the particular
case when U is the operator of multiplication by i, the result is contained
in [10], Corollary 3.2 (see also [1], Corollary 1.10.2).
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Theorem 3.1. With the notations above, it follows
Dc1(U ) D&1c =Fc, A, U . (3.1)
Proof. As both Dc1(U ) D&1c and Fc, A, U are isometric, and being P
dense in L2(H$, dgc), it suffices to check that the two operators agree on P.
We will prove the equality (3.1) in the form
Dc1(U )=Fc, A, U Dc .
Arguing as in Corollary 3.2 of [10], the proof of this result reduces to
show that these two operators agree on vectors of the form en1:1 6 } } } 6 e
nr
:r .
Clearly, for y # H$,
(Fc, A, U Dc(en1:1 6 } } } 6e
nr
:r))( y)=c
&(n1+ } } } +nr)2 } ((n1+ } } } +nr) !)&12
_|
H$
|
H$
(x+i(Az+Uy), e:1)
n1 } } }
_(x+i(Az+Uy), e:r)
nr dgc(x) dgc(z).
On the other hand, for y # H$,
(Dc1(U )(en1:1 6 } } } 6 e
nr
:r))( y)=(Dc[(Ue:1)
n1 6 } } } 6 (Ue:r)
nr])( y)
=(Dc[+n1:1 } } } +
nr
:r } e
n1
:1 6 } } } 6 e
nr
:r])( y)
=c&(n1+ } } } +nr)2 } ((n1+ } } } +nr)!)&12 } +n1:1 } } } +
nr
:r
_|
H$
(x+iy, e:1)
n1 } } } (x+iy, e:r)
nr dgc(x).
Arguing as in Theorem 2.1 above, and making the usual identification of
a one-dimensional real Hilbert space with the real line, it suffices to prove
that for all x, y # R, all n # N _ [0], and any : # A,
+n: } (2?c)
&12 } |
+
&
(x+iy)n } exp(&x22c) dx
=(2?c)&1 } |
+
&
|
+
&
(x+i(*: w++:y))n
_exp(&x22c) exp(&w22c) dx dw.
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After multiplication by snn !, s # R, taking sum in n and using dominated
convergence theorem, equality above reduces to show that
(2?c)&12 } |
+
&
exp(+:s(x+iy)) } exp(&x22c) dx
=(2?c)&1 } |
+
&
|
+
&
exp(s(x+i(*:z++:y)))
_exp(&x22c) exp(&z22c) dx dz. (3.2)
Now, using formula (2.2), one obtains equality (3.2). K
Remark. In the setting of white noise analysis, Lee [9, Corollary 2.7]
obtains a corresponding result to that involved in Theorem 3.1 above.
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